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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Data drive: Premium Storage
Transaction log drive: Standard Storage
TempDB drive: Premium Storage
Note: A standard disk is expected to handle 500 IOPS or 60MB/s.
A P10 Premium disk is expected to handle 500 IOPS.
A P20 Premium disk is expected to handle 2300 IOPS.
A P30 Premium disk is expected to handle 5000 IOPS.
VM size: A3
Max data disk throughput is 8x500 IOPS
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/virtual
-machines-windows-sizes

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which is the result when multiple monitors are assigned to a
pool member?
A. The member is marked available if sufficient monitors
succeed, and as unavailable if insufficient monitors succeed.
B. The member is marked available if all monitors succeed, and
as marginal if one or more monitors fail(s).
C. The member is marked as available if any of the monitors
succeed.
D. The member is marked as unavailable if any of the monitors
fails.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
If you are flying with an economy ticket, there is a
possibility that you may get upgraded to business class,
especially if you hold a gold card in the airline's frequent
flier program. If you don't hold a gold card, there is a
possibility that you will get 'bumped' off the flight if it is
full and you check in late. This is shown in the figure

hereafter. Note that each box (i.e. statement) has been
numbered.
Three tests have been run:
Test 1: Gold card holder who gets upgraded to business class
Test 2: Non-gold card holder who stays in economy
Test 3: A person who is bumped from the flight
What is the statement coverage of these three tests?
A. 70%
B. 80%
C. 90%
D. 60%
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are running multiple installations of Oracle GoldenGate on
the same Windows server.
How can you
differentiate the different Manager services?
A. Include the parameterSERVICENAMEin each Manager, with a
unique name.
B. Create aGLOBALSfile for each installation and use
theMGRSERVNAMEparameter, with a unique name.
C. Accept the default service name and manually edit within the
Services applet.
D. Multiple Manager services are not allowed on the same
Windows server.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:http://www.dba-oracle.com/t_goldengate_parameter_file
s.htm
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